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currents. So that, Locke's constitution breaking down before
it could even be put into execution, that unfortunate
Cinderella among the States of the South—and she is a
Cinderella who has remained among the pumpkins and
cinders and has found neither glass coach nor diamonds
nor fairy prince nor yet shining slippers—that unfortunate
Cinderella among the States drifted in the earliest days into
being, as it were, the dustpan for all the criminals and out-
laws who were chased out of Virginia, Perm's State, the
other Carolina, and almost everywhere else in the Western
Hemisphere. Then, being without any powers of resistance
at all, she fell more than any other of the Southern States a
prey to the carpet-baggers and the capital of the . . .
§
Oh, good gracious ! . . . The hatpin of the lady whose head
is in Biala's lap—apparently, along with the Henlopen
oxen, they still wear hatpins in Delaware—has run right
into that artist's wrist. And Biala says she will not be able
to make any drawings of Washington, . . . And the
pink disinfectant fluid is in the grip overhead under three
other grips. . . . And the pins and needles have spread
to fly wrists so that I cannot tie the handkerchief round
hers. . . .
§
Yes, by Heaven, I will never travel by one of these Company
Buslines again. . . . Why not call them ommbuslines and
be done with it? It is one of the most uncomfortable ways of
not seeing this country in its vastness. I suppose going long
distances in a Black Maria would be worse; or being taken
for a ride with a porous plaster all over your face. . , .
But if you want not to see the Colonial mansions of Virginia
or the Painted Desert or the sun setting through the Golden
Gate why not stop in your fire- or radiator-side chair at
home and turn on the radio and order up sandwiches and
coca cola from the drugstore or go to the movies. Or take a
bath. Or even the Flying Columbian whose trials we have
a little forgotten. . , .

